The No GMO Banana international campaign was launched by Navdanya and partners Mantasa, to stop the controversial project of Dr. James Dale of Queensland University of Technology, Australia, beneficiary of 15 million dollars in investment from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. A petition was sent to the Prime Minister of India urging the cancelation of the project and agreement between the Department of Biotechnology and the University of Queensland in Australia, and to instead use the money to support a national movement of community and kitchen gardens in women’s hands.

After a meeting with farmers in Kediri, Indonesia who highlighted their yellow and red bananas, Navdanya and the Indonesian activists decided to form a joint project to research Vit A rich indigenous bananas and explore from where the developers of GMO bananas got the vit A traits, leading to the GMO Banana Biopiracy research and campaign. They found that the beta-carotene rich traits had been pirated from an indigenous Micronesian banana. This led to the international Stop Banana Biopiracy campaign and to an Open Letter to Dr James Dale at QUT, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and the Convention on Biological Diversity.

News also spread of banana feeding trials using students from Iowa State University (ISU) as guinea pigs, also funded by the Gates Foundation. In addition to the ethical violations involved in Biopiracy of Banana, these unapproved human trials also were clearly another serious ethical violation, prompting graduate students at Iowa State to stage a silent protest in October 2014, though the University refused to engage publicly or respond to issues raised by the students. The Alliance for Food Sovereignty in Africa (AFSA), Dr. Wendy White from Iowa State University and the Human
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Institutional Review Board of Iowa State University subsequently submitted an open letter and petition to the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation expressing fierce opposition to the trials ISU¹ while ISU graduate students dispatched a petition with 57,309 signatures⁶ to the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences with AGRA Watch members delivering the same petition to the headquarters of the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation in Seattle, Washington, in April 2016, the petition was delivered to Dr Dale’ at QUT in Australia, by Dr Vandana Shiva⁷, along with the above-mentioned Open Letter by the Alliance for Food Sovereignty in Africa. The Indian campaign

In addition to succeeding in stopping the Gates GMO banana from being imposed on India, these international campaigns against GMO Bananas⁸ served to connect the issues of GMOs, Biopiracy, and the ethical violations of human trials by connecting movements in Asia, Africa, Australia and the US. It helped expose the colonialist mindset behind the project and the multiple human rights issues connected with it. The campaign also showed the absurdity of GMO bananas when there are so many more effective solutions to issues of nutritional and iron deficiencies.
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